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Cites & Sources continues to be an essential guide for social and behavioural science students, and this fourth edition
has been updated to reflect ongoing changes in APA formatting, particularly in electronic formats.

When printing this page, you must include the entire legal notice. This material may not be published,
reproduced, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed without permission. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of
our terms and conditions of fair use. Electronic Sources Web Publications Summary: APA American
Psychological Association style is most commonly used to cite sources within the social sciences. For more
information, please consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed. Some
electronic citations necessitate the use of brackets; APA style dictates that brackets should directly surround
their content without spaces e. When possible, include the year, month, and date in references. If the month
and date are not available, use the year of publication. Please note, too, that the OWL still includes
information about print sources and databases for those still working with these sources. Article From an
Online Periodical Online articles follow the same guidelines for printed articles. Include all information the
online host makes available, including an issue number in parentheses. Title of Online Periodical, volume
number issue number if available. For People Who Make Websites, Citing DOIs Please note: In August of the
formatting recommendations for DOIs changed. DOIs are now rendered as an alpha-numeric string which acts
as an active link. So, if it is using the older numeric string, use that as the DOI. If, however, it is presented as
the newer alpha-numeric string, use that as the DOI. DOIs are an attempt to provide stable, long-lasting links
for online articles. They are unique to their documents and consist of a long alphanumeric code. Title of
Journal, volume number, page range. Toward effective poster presentations: European Journal of Marketing,
41, Mother-toddler interaction scores lower during play with electronic toys. Journal of Applied
Developmental Psychology, 33 5 , Remember that one goal of citations is to provide your readers with
enough information to find the article; providing the journal home page aids readers in this process. Title of
Journal, volume number. A Buddhist response to the nature of human rights. Journal of Buddhist Ethics, 8.
APA states that including database information in citations is not necessary because databases change over
time p. However, the OWL still includes information about databases for those users who need database
information. When referencing a print article obtained from an online database such as a database in the
library , provide appropriate print citation information formatted just like a "normal" print citation would be
for that type of work. By providing this information, you allow people to retrieve the print version if they do
not have access to the database from which you retrieved the article. You can also include the item number or
accession number or database URL at the end, but the APA manual says that this is not required. For articles
that are easily located, do not provide database information. If the article is difficult to locate, then you can
provide database information. Only use retrieval dates if the source could change, such as Wikis. For more
about citing articles retrieved from electronic databases, see pages of the Publication Manual. A study of
enjoyment of peas. Journal of Abnormal Eating, 8 3 , However, if the full text is not available, you may use
an abstract that is available through an abstracts database as a secondary source. How well do young offenders
with Asperger Syndrome cope in custody?: Two prison case studies [Abstract]. British Journal of Learning
Disabilities, 36 1 , Bridging the gap between theory and applied social gerontology. Gerontologist, 50 3 ,
Abstract retrieved from Abstracts in Social Gerontology database. Psychiatry handbook linked to drug
industry. The New York Times. Use the following format if the book you are using is only provided in a
digital format or is difficult to find in print. If the work is not directly available online or must be purchased,
use "Available from," rather than "Retrieved from," and point readers to where they can find it. For references
to e-book editions, be sure to include the type and version of e-book you are referencing e. If DOIs are
available, provide them at the end of the reference. Traditional Pueblo Indian tales. Familiar birdsongs of the
Northwest. The author, date of publication, title, e-book version, and either the Digital Object Identifer DOI
number, or the place where you downloaded the book. Dracula [Kindle DX version]. In Title of book or larger
document chapter or section number. Change in the Nineties. Retrieved from GoldStar database. Use a chapter
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or section identifier and provide a URL that links directly to the chapter section, not the home page of the
website. Online Book Reviews Cite the information as you normally would for the work you are quoting. The
first example below is from a newspaper article; the second is from a scholarly journal. In brackets, write
"Review of the book" and give the title of the reviewed work. Provide the web address after the words
"Retrieved from," if the review is freely available to anyone. If the review comes from a subscription service
or database, write "Available from" and provide the information where the review can be purchased. Natural
women [Review of the book Girls like us]. Dante, negative existence, and the messianic self]. Modern Fiction
Studies, 50 1 , When no byline is present, move the entry name to the front of the citation. Provide
publication dates if present or specify n. A Select Annotated Bibliography. Indiana income limits [Data file].
Interactive Maps and Other Graphic Representations of Data Give the name of the researching organization
followed by the date. In brackets, provide a brief explanation of what type of data is there and in what form it
appears. Finally, provide the project name and retrieval information. Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment.
If an audio file or transcript is available online, use the following model, specifying the medium in brackets e.
Oral History 2 [Interview transcript]. PowerPoint slides, Word document. Duality in consumer theory [PDF
document]. Retrieved from Lecture Notes Online Website: Federal regulations of chemicals in the
environment [PowerPoint slides]. If there is a page like http: When an Internet document is more than one web
page, provide a URL that links to the home page or entry page for the document. Word, Excel or programming
languages. Provide references only for specialized software. Optimality Theory Software Version 2. Robbins,
personal communication, January 4, Please note that titles for items in online communities e. Place identifiers
like post or message numbers, if available, in brackets. If available, provide the URL where the message is
archived e. New inventions in the cyberworld of toylandia [Msg 25]. Message posted to http: When the self
emerges: Is that me in the mirror? The general format is as follows: Title of video [Video file].
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: The widespread interest in
Chaco also extends to archaeologists; there is a very substantial cohort of highly competent Chacoan scholars.
A second indicator of the robust literature on Chaco is the massive bibliography contained in the Chaco
Research Archive http: Chaco is of interest in and of itself, as well as being one of two most commonly
discussed examples of the complexity in the U. As important, or even more important, our understanding of
Chaco is not simply an academic issue. Ancestral Pueblo history, including that of Chaco, is often highlighted
as a lesson about humanity that presumably helps us think about the future. How Societies Choose to Fail or
Succeed, and its detractors e. Unfortunately , the current difficulty in doing original fieldwork at Chaco seems
likely to stymie a more precise evaluation of this World Heritage site and its allied archaeological traditions
into the foreseeable future. Minnis is not directly focused on the issues that Diamond and others address. It is
true that these topics had been ignored for many decades and deserve more scholarly attention than they have
had in the recent past. However, religion and identity are only two aspects of culture, and they are interactive
with others. Few would think that religion and identity, in and of themselves, are sufficient to understand the
nature of a society and its history. Was ritual really sufficient to stimulate and organize the resources that
needed to be mobilized to create and sustain Chaco? As such, questions about economy, political and social
organization, and other cultural characteristics are not out of fashion but remain very salient, both for
understanding Chaco and, as importantly, for how archaeological information may help us to deal with
modern challenges. I will focus my comments on farming productivity and its sustainability in what may have
been a geographic area requiring more than average creativity in farming. This topic is important for
understanding the history of Chaco, especially its end, and it is central to the use of Chaco for historical
lessons. However Chaco was provisioned, it likely required impressive creativity, sufficient labor, and a
goodly amount of luck. It is instructive, and more than a little disconcerting, that the innovative and first-rate
research leading to the unexpected discovery of cacao use at Chaco Crown and Hurst has received far more
recent attention that the critical issue of the farming economy that physically sustained the Chaco world. First,
the history of research in the two areas is quite different. Third, the intellectual history of the two regions has
been profoundly divergent. You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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An overview of web archiving. A DOI is a unique identifying number for an article. In the database record for
an article, you will see an element that looks like this, which you should include at the end of your APA
reference, preceded by "https: This link will allow a reader to link to doi. Android malware on the rise.
Psychology Today, 22 3 , Do a Web search using a search engine such as Google or Yahoo! Please be aware,
however, that the full text of articles may not actually be available at the journal homepage. In this case, do a
Web search using a search engine such as Google or Yahoo! Free Web Gelb, N. Smithsonian, 34 2 , Discover,
26 2 , More info General Rules has more information about citing multiple authors, undated sources, etc.
When an issue of a magazine covers several months, the name of the first and last month in the range should
be given in the citation, separated by a dash, for example: Newspapers Publication Manual, pp. Tiffany glass
and other tales from the crypt. The New York Times, pp. Free Web Foreman, J. The page number of a
newspaper article is preceded by "p. When an article appears on multiple pages, the page range is preceded by
"pp. When an article appears on discontinuous pages, separate the page numbers with a comma ex. When a
newspaper uses section letters in its page numbers, these should be included in your citation ex. Encyclopedia
Articles Publication Manual, p. Human behavior with blogs. In Y Zheng Ed. A DOI is a unique identifying
number for an e-book. In the database record for an e-book, you will see an element that looks like this, which
you should include at the end of your APA reference, preceded by "https: Beyond Mandalay, the road to
isolation and xenophobia [Review of the book The river of lost footsteps: Histories of Burma, by T. New York
Times, pp. A history of intoxicants, by M. Journal of Mental Health, 15, Free Web Cohen, P. Love, honor,
cherish, and buy [Review of the book One perfect day: The selling of the American wedding, by R.
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CITES AND SOURCES: AN APA DOCUMENTATION GUIDE [Vicki Macmillan Jane Haig] on racedaydvl.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers.

Archaeology Linguistics Many other fields and subject areas regularly use this style too. There are other
formats and styles to use, such as MLA format and Chicago, among many, many others. Not doing so can be
considered plagiarism, possibly leading to a failed grade or loss of a job. This style is one of the most
commonly used citation styles used to prevent plagiarism. Writing and Organizing Your Paper in an Effective
Way This section of our guide focuses on proper paper length, how to format headings, and desirable wording.
Be direct, clear, and professional. Try not to add fluff and unnecessary details into your paper or writing. This
will keep the paper length shorter and more concise. Headings serve an important purpose â€” they organize
your paper and make it simple to locate different pieces of information. In addition, headings provide readers
with a glimpse to the main idea, or content, they are about to read. In APA format, there are five levels of
headings, each with different sizes and purposes Level 1: The largest heading size This is the title of your
paper The title should be centered in the middle of the page The title should be bolded Use uppercase and
lowercase letters where necessary called title capitalization Level 2: Should be a bit smaller than the title,
which is Level 1 Place this heading against the left margin Use bold letters Use uppercase and lowercase
letters where necessary Level 3: Should be a bit smaller than Level 2 Indented in from the left side margin Use
bold letters Only place an uppercase letter at the first word of the heading. All others should be lowercase. The
exception is for pronouns as they should begin with a capital letter. Should be a bit smaller than Level 3
Indented in from the left margin Bolded Italicized Only place an uppercase letter at the first word of the
heading. Should be the smallest heading in your paper Indented Italicized Only place an uppercase letter at the
first word of the heading. Here is a visual example of the levels of headings: Writing a paper for scientific
topics is much different than writing for English, literature, and other composition classes. Science papers are
much more direct, clear, and concise. This section includes key suggestions, from APA, to keep in mind while
formulating your research paper. Research experiments and observations rely on the creation and analysis of
data to test hypotheses and come to conclusions. While sharing and explaining the methods and results of
studies, science writers often use verbs. We tested the solution to identify the possible contaminants.
Researchers often test solutions by placing them under a microscope. Notice that the first sentence is in the
past tense while the second sentence is in the present tense. This can be confusing for readers. For verbs in
scientific papers, the manual recommends using: Past tense or present perfect tense for the explantation of the
procedure Past tense for the explanation of the results Present tense for the explanation of the conclusion and
future implications Tone: Even though your writing will not have the same fluff and detail as other forms of
writing, it should not be boring or dull to read. The Publication Manual suggests thinking about who will be
the main reader of your work and to write in a way that educates them. The American Psychological
Association strongly objects of any bias towards gender, racial groups, ages of individuals or subjects,
disabilities, and sexual orientation. Here are a few guidelines that the American Psychological Association
suggests: Do not include information about individuals or labels if it is not necessary to include. Use one space
after most punctuation marks unless the punctuation mark is at the end of a sentence. If the punctuation mark
is at the end of the sentence, use two spaces afterwards. If too many abbreviations are used in one sentence, it
may become difficult for the reader to comprehend the meaning. Prior to using an unfamiliar abbreviation, you
must type it out in text and place the abbreviation immediately following it in parentheses. Any usage of the
abbreviation after the initial description, can be used without the description. Patients who experience STM
loss while using the medication should discuss it with their doctor. AIDS Use an oxford comma. This type of
comma is placed before the words and OR or in a series of three items. The medication caused drowsiness,
upset stomach, and fatigue. For possessive plural nouns, the apostrophe is placed after the s. If you plan to add
any charts, tables, drawings, or images to your paper, number them using Arabic numerals. The first graphic,
labeled as 1, should be the first one mentioned in the text. Follow them in the appropriate numeral order in
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which they appear in the text of your paper. Chart 1, Chart 2, Chart 3. Only use graphics if they will
supplement the material in your text. If they reinstate what you already have in your text, then it is not
necessary to include a graphic. Include enough wording in the graphic so that the reader is able to understand
its meaning, even if it is isolated from the corresponding text. However, do not go overboard with adding a ton
of wording in your graphic. Click here to find additional information about citation fundamentals. Contributor
Information and Titles: The main contributor s of the source often the name of the author is placed before the
date and title. If there is more than one author, arrange the authors in the same order found on the source. Use
the first and middle name initials and the entire last name. Inverse all names before the title. Other contributor
types Sometimes the main contributor is not an author, but another contributor type, such as an editor for a
book, a conductor for a musical piece, or a producer for a film. In this instance, follow the contributor with the
contributor type abbreviate Editor s as Ed. Corporate or group authors Some sources may have corporate or
group authors. Write these organizations in their entirety, and place them where you would write the author.
Illinois Department of Industrial Relations. McGraw-Hill No contributor information Sometimes you will
come across sources with no contributor information. In this instance, do not write the date first. Instead, write
the name of the title and then the date, then followed by the remaining appropriate bibliographic data. Title
Rules â€” Capitalization and Italics Article titles and works within larger works, such as chapters and web
pages, as well as informally published material are not italicized. Main titles that stand alone, such as those for
books and journals, are italicized. Generally, capitalize the first letter of the first word of the title or any
subtitles, and the first letter of any proper nouns. For titles of periodicals, such as journals and newspapers,
capitalize every principal word. Publication Information After the contributor information and title comes the
publication information. Below are different publication templates. Journal Title, Volume Issue , Page s.
Magazine Title, Volume Issue , Page s. Year, Month Day published. Newspaper Title, Page s. Additional
information For less conventional source types, you can add descriptions about the source after the title, in
brackets, immediately after the title. For example, you can add [Brochure] after the title of a brochure
separated by a space to clarify the type of source you are citing. See the example below: Generally,
parenthetical citations include the last name of the author and year of publication. Page numbers are also
included when citing a direct quote. If some of the information is included in the body of the sentence, exclude
it from the parenthetical citation. In-text APA citations typically appear at the end of the sentence, between the
last word and the period. Harlem had many artists and musicians in the late s Belafonte, Example of a
parenthetical citation when author is mentioned in the text: According to Belafonte, Harlem was full of artists
and musicians in the late s For parenthetical citations with two authors, format your parenthetical citation like
this: For parenthetical citations with three to five authors: The event resulted in thousands of participants
flocking to the National Mall in support of the cause Stewart et al. OR Stewart et al. The study did not come to
any definitive conclusions Rothschild et al. For parenthetical citations for sources without an author: If a work
has no author, include the first few words of the bibliography entry in many cases, the title and the year.
However, unlike in your reference list, parenthetical citations of articles and chapters should have all major
words capitalized. Italicize the titles of periodicals, books, brochures, or reports. The report includes some
bleak results Information Illiteracy in Academia, Citing a part of a work: When citing a specific part of a
work, provide the relevant page number or section identifier, such as a chapters, tables, or figures.
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This page provides you with an overview of APA format. Included is information about referencing, various
citation formats with examples for each source type, and other helpful information. See more across the site.
This involves indicating that the work of other individuals is included in your project, which is one way to
prevent plagiarism. Be careful of plagiarism! Thankfully, plagiarism can be prevented. One way it can be
prevented is by including citations in your research project. Want to make these citations quickly and easily?
This guide explains how to make citations. There are two types of APA citations. When you add text
word-for-word from another source into your project or take information from another source and place it in
your own words and writing style known as paraphrasing , you must make an in-text citation. These citations
are short in length and are placed in the main part of your project, directly after the borrowed information. The
other type of citations, which are called reference citations, are found at the end of your research project,
usually on the last page. Included on this reference list page are the full citations for any in-text citations found
in the body of the project. These citations are listed in alphabetical order, one after the other. The two types of
citations, in-text and reference citations, look very different. In-text citations include three items: Reference
citations include more information such as the name of the author s , the year the source was published, the
title of the source, and the URL or page range. Why is it Important to Include Citations? Including citations in
your research projects is a very important component of the research process. The American Psychological
Association is an organization created for individuals in the psychology field. With close to , members, they
provide educational opportunities, funding, guidance, and research information for everything psychology
related. They also have numerous high-quality databases, peer-reviewed journals, and books that revolve
around mental health. The American Psychological Association is also credited with creating their own
specific citation style, which is a popular way to create citations. This citation format is used by individuals
not only in the psychology field, but many other subject areas as well. Education, economics, business, and
social sciences also use this citation style quite frequently. Click here for more information. Why Was This
Style Created? This format was first developed in in order to form a standardized way for researchers in the
science fields to document their sources. Prior to the inception of these standards and guidelines, individuals
were recognizing the work of other authors by including bits and pieces of information, in random order. You
can probably imagine how difficult it was to understand the sources that were used for research projects!
Having a standard format for citing sources allows readers to glance at a citation and easily locate the title,
author, year published, and other critical pieces of information needed to understand a source. Click here to
learn more about why the American Psychological Association created this citation style. The Evolution Of
This Style This citation style is currently in its 6th edition and was released in In previous versions of APA
format, researchers and scholars were required to include the date that an electronic resource was accessed. In
addition, names of databases were included, and only the name of the city was included in the publication
information. Now, it is no longer required to include the date of access as well as the name of the database in
an APA citation. In , the American Psychological Association released a revised manual just for electronic
resources. This was released due to the increase in the amount of technological advances and resources.
Citations The Appearance of Citations There are two types of citations: In-text, also called parenthetical
citations, are found in the body, or text, of a research project. See the next section below to learn more about
how to format and include in-text citations in your project. Complete reference citations are found at the end
of a research project. These reference citations are longer and include all of the information needed to locate
the source yourself. Full citations for all of the in-text citations are found here. The format for citations varies,
but some use this general format: Books have a certain format, websites have a different format, periodicals
have a different format, and so on. If you would like to cite your sources automatically, Citation Machine is a
citation generator that will make the citation process much easier for you. When using a direct quote,
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paraphrasing information, or simply referring to a piece of information from another source. Quite often,
researchers and scholars use a small amount of text, word for word, from another source and include it in their
own research projects. This is done for many reasons. In addition to using the exact words from another source
and placing them into your project, in-text citations are also added anytime you paraphrase information.
Paraphrasing is when you take information from another source and rephrase it, in your own words. When
simply referring to another piece of information from another source, also include an in-text citation directly
following it. In-text citations are found after a direct quote, paraphrased information, or reference. They are
formatted like this: This information is included in order to help the reader locate the exact portion of text
themselves. According to a study done by Kent and Giles , student teachers who use technology in their
lessons tend to continue using technology tools throughout their teaching careers. Head to our homepage to
learn more. Click here to learn more about crediting work. Reference List Citation Components As stated
above, reference list citations are the full citations for all of the in-text citations found in the body of a research
project. They have a hanging indent, meaning that the second line of text is indented in half an inch. See
examples below to see what a hanging indent looks like. The format for citations varies based on the source
type, but some citations use this general format: Retrieved from URL Learn more about each component of
the reference citation and how to format it in the sections that follow. Include the initials for the first and
middle names. End this information with a period. Two or More Authors When two or more authors work
together on a source, write them in the order in which they appear on the source, using this format: If you plan
on using a free APA citation tool, such as Citation Machine, the names of the authors will format properly for
you. Include the full date for newspapers, the month and year for magazine articles, and only the year for
journals and all other sources. If no date is found on the source, include the initials, n. Titles When writing out
titles for books, articles, chapters, or other nonperiodical sources, only capitalize the first word of the title and
the first word of the subtitle. Names of people, places, organizations, and other proper nouns also have the first
letter capitalized. For books and reports, italicize the title in the citation. Strange case of Dr. The saga of an
American family. For articles and chapters in APA referencing, do not italicize the title. Wake up the nation:
Public libraries, policy making, and political discourse. For newspapers, magazines, journals, newsletters, and
other periodicals, capitalize the first letter in each word and italicize the title. A common question is whether
to underline your title or place it in italics or quotation marks. In this citation style, titles are never underlined
or placed in quotation marks. They are either placed in italics or not. When a source sits alone and is not part
of a larger whole, place the title in italics. If the source does not sit alone and is part of a larger whole, do not
place it in italics. Books, movies, journals, and television shows are placed in italics since they stand alone.
Songs on an album, episodes of television shows, chapters in books, and articles in journals are not placed in
italics since they are smaller pieces of larger wholes. Additional Information about the Title If you feel it
would be helpful to include additional information about the source type, include this information in brackets
immediately following the title. Use a brief descriptive term and capitalize the first letter. Jurassic Park
[Motion picture]. Besides [Motion picture], other common notations include:
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When printing this page, you must include the entire legal notice. This material may not be published,
reproduced, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed without permission. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of
our terms and conditions of fair use. APA American Psychological Association style is most commonly used
to cite sources within the social sciences. For more information, please consult the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association, 6th ed. To see a side-by-side comparison of the three most widely used
citation styles, including a chart of all APA citation guidelines, see the Citation Style Chart. You should use a
clear font that is highly readable. APA recommends using 12 pt. Times New Roman font. Include a page
header also known as the "running head" at the top of every page. Major Paper Sections Your essay should
include four major sections: Include the page header described above flush left with the page number flush
right at the top of the page. Type your title in upper and lowercase letters centered in the upper half of the
page. APA recommends that your title be no more than 12 words in length and that it should not contain
abbreviations or words that serve no purpose. Your title may take up one or two lines. All text on the title
page, and throughout your paper, should be double-spaced. Do not use titles Dr. Your abstract page should
already include the page header described above. Beginning with the next line, write a concise summary of the
key points of your research. Your abstract should contain at least your research topic, research questions,
participants, methods, results, data analysis, and conclusions. You may also include possible implications of
your research and future work you see connected with your findings. Your abstract should be a single
paragraph, double-spaced. Your abstract should be between and words. You may also want to list keywords
from your paper in your abstract. To do this, indent as you would if you were starting a new paragraph, type
Keywords: Listing your keywords will help researchers find your work in databases. However, select pages,
like the Citation Style Chart , still include this information. Purdue Online Writing Lab.
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This complete guide teaches you everything you need to know about the APA Citation Format. Learn how to cite books,
academic sources, websites and more.

Make sure that titles in APA citations are properly capitalized. Capitalize only the first letter of the first word
or any proper nouns. APA stands for the American Psychological Association , which is an organization that
focuses on psychology. They are responsible for creating this specific citation style. The APA is not associated
with this guide, but all of the information here provides guidance to using their style. What is APA Citing?
This citation style is used by many scholars and researchers in the behavioral and social sciences, not just
psychology. There are other citation formats and styles such as MLA and Chicago, but this one is most
popular in the science fields. Following the same standard format for citations allows readers to understand the
types of sources used in a project and also understand their components. It outlines proper ways to organize
and structure a research paper, explains grammar guidelines, and how to properly cite sources. For more
information, please consult the official Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed.
We cite sources for many reasons. One reason is to give credit to the authors of the work you used to help you
with your own research. This is one way to prevent plagiarism. Another reason why we create citations is to
provide a standard way for others to understand and possibly explore the sources we used. To learn more
about citations, check out this page on crediting work. Also, read up on how to be careful of plagiarism. What
does it look like? There are two types of citations. In-text citations are found in the body of the project and are
used when adding a direct quote or paraphrase into your work. Reference citations are found in the reference
list, which is at the end of the assignment and includes the full citations of all sources used in a project.
Depending on the types of sources you used for your project, the structure for each citation may look different.
There is a certain format, or structure, for books, a different one for journal articles, a different one for
websites, and so on. Scroll down to find the appropriate citation structure for your sources. Even though the
structure varies across different sources, see below for a full explanation of in-text citations and reference
citations. When using a direct quote or paraphrasing information from a source, include an in-text citation in
the body of your project, immediately following it. In-text citations may look something like this: Full
Citations Overview Each source used to help with the gathering of information for your project is listed as a
full citation in the reference list, which is usually the last part of a project. The structure for each citation is
based on the type of source used. Scroll down to see examples of some common source formats. Most
citations include the following pieces of information, commonly in this order: Last name, First initial. End this
information with a period. In an APA citation, include all authors shown on a source. Our free citation creator
will format the authors in the order in which you add them. If your reference list has multiple authors with the
same last name and initials, include their first name in brackets. When no author is listed, exclude the author
information and start the citation with the title followed by the year in parentheses. When citing an entire
edited book, place the names of editors in the author position and follow it with Ed. See below for examples of
citing edited books in their entirety and also chapters in edited books. How to Structure Publication Dates:
Place the date that the source was published in parentheses after the name of the author. For periodicals,
include the month and day as well. If no date is available, place n. How to Structure the Title: Only capitalize
the first letter of the first word in the title and the same for the subtitle. Capitalize the first letter for any proper
nouns as well. Place this information in italics. End it with a period. Gone with the wind. For articles and
chapter titles: Do not italicize the title or place it in quotation marks. The correlation between school libraries
and test scores: For magazine, journal, and newspaper titles: Write the title in capitalization form, with each
important word starting with a capital letter. The Boston Globe If you believe that it will help the reader to
understand the type of source, such as a brochure, lecture notes, or an audio podcast, place a description in
brackets directly after the title. Only capitalize the first letter. A state of trance [Audio file]. Abbreviate the
state name using the two-letter abbreviation. Place a colon after the location. For journals, magazines,
newspapers, and other periodicals, place the volume number after the title. Place the issue number in
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parentheses and do not italicize it. Afterwards, include page numbers. Journal of Education for Library and
Information Science, 57 1 , How to Structure the Publisher: The names of publishers are not necessary to
include for newspapers, magazines, journals, and other periodicals. For books and other sources: It is not
necessary to type out the name of the publisher exactly as it is shown on the source. Exclude the terms
publishers, company, and incorporated. Little Brown and Company would be placed in the citation as: Oxford
University Press would be placed in the citation as: How to Structure Online sources For sources found online:
This stands for Direct Object Identifier. A DOI, or digital object identifier, is a unique string of numbers and
letters assigned by a registration agency. The DOI is used to identify and provide a permanent link to its
location on the internet. The DOI is assigned when an article is published and made electronically. Do not
place a period after the DOI number. Open Praxis, 8 2 , Looking for an APA formatter? When citing a book,
keep in mind: Capitalize the first letter of the first word of the title and any subtitles, as well as the first letter
of any proper nouns. The full title of the book, including any subtitles, should be stated and italicized. Title of
work [E-reader version]. The circle [Kindle version]. A DOI digital object identifier is an assigned number
that helps link content to its location on the Internet. It is therefore important, if one is provided, to use it when
creating a citation. Notice that for e-books, publication information is excluded from the citation. Investment
in early childhood development: Last name of Editor Ed. Archeological lessons from an Apache wickiup.
Title of edited book. Citations for Websites Citing a general website article with an author: Year, Month Day
published. Title of article or page. Retrieved from URL Example: The tale of two Flaccos. Year, Month Date
of Publication. Teen posed as doctor at West Palm Beach hospital: Periodical Title, Volume Issue , pp. The
changing of teacher education special education.
Chapter 8 : Cites & sources : an APA documentation guide (Book, ) [racedaydvl.com]
A Comprehensive Guide to APA Citations and Format Overview of this Guide: This page provides you with an overview
of APA format. Included is information about referencing, various citation formats with examples for each source type,
and other helpful information.

Chapter 9 : General Format // Purdue Writing Lab
Buy or Rent Cites and Sources: An APA Documentation Guide as an eTextbook and get instant access. With
VitalSource, you can save up to 80% compared to print.
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